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Abstract
Noiseless coding theorem for finite stationary memoryless information sources is proved by using
induction on the number of source symbols and the inequality of geometric and harmonic means.
1. Introduction, terminology, notation
The noiseless coding theorem is well known since Shannon’s work ([S1]). The noiseless coding theorem for finite
memoryless stationary information sources is a special case of the general noiseless coding theorem. It assumes
that the information source is restricted such that it outputs only symbols from a finite alphabet and each out-
putted symbol has the same probability distribution(the source is stationary) with no correlation between outputted
symbols at different time (the source is memoryless). The theorem gives a lower bound of the average codeword
length of any uniquely decipherable code used for encoding the data coming from an information source with these
restricted properties.
Unlike the proofs using analysis ([MK6] and [R5]) here is given a proof using induction based on the number
source symbols. We represent an information source (or shortly source) of this kind (S, P ) (or shortly S) where
S = {s1, ..., sn} is the source alphabet and P = {{p1, ...pn}},
∑n
i=1 pi = 1, piǫR
⋆
+, where pi is the probability of
outputting a source symbol si, i = 1...n.
We represent an r-ary code corresponding to source S by (C, f) (or shortly C) where C = {c1, ..., cm}, cjǫA
∗
(A⋆ = A0 ∪A1 ∪ ... is the Kleene closure), j = 1...m, where A = {0, ..., r − 1} an r-ary alphabet, rǫN∗ and
f : S− > ℘(C)\ {⊘} is a function which for each source symbols defines the set of codewords from which one can
be used at any time to encode that source symbol. It is usually assumed that card f(si) = 1, ∀i = 1...n, but that
is not enforced by any means.
For the code C to be non-singular (non-ambiguous) we need to assume f(si) ∩ f(sj) = ⊘, ∀ i 6= j where
i, j = 1...n . This implies that we have card S ≤ cardC (n ≤ m).
A non-singular code C of S, where card S = cardC( card f(si) = 1, ∀i = 1...n) is called uniquely decipherable if
∀wǫC⋆ (C⋆ is the Kleene closure) is a unique concatenation of codewords from C and is called instantaneous if
non of the codewords in the code are prefixes of each other. These concepts can be extended to the case when
card S ≤ cardC ( card f(si) ≥ 1, ∀i = 1...n). We could then define C to be uniquely decipherable if ∀wǫC
⋆ (C⋆ is
the Kleene closure) all the possible representation of w as concatenation of codewords correspond to(decodes to) a
unique sequence of source word sǫS⋆; and we could define C to be instantaneous if non of the codewords in the
code are prefixes of each other(same definition as before).
Let us use the notation Hr(S) for the r-ary entropy (rǫN
∗) of the finite stationary memoryless source (S, P ).
Hr(S) = −
∑n
i=1 pi · logr(pi), n = card S.
2Let us also use the notation ACLr(S,C) for the average codeword length of any r-ary code C of S.
ACLr(S,C) =
∑n
i=1 pi · li when ∀ i = 1...n : card f(si) = 1 where L = {{l1, ..., ln}} where li = length(ci),
ci,ǫf(si), i = 1...n.
More generally if card f(si) ≥ 1 we can say that ACLr(S,C) =
∑n
i=1 pi · (
∑card f(si)
u=1 qi,u · li,u), when qi,u are well
defined probabilities of encoding si by ci,uǫ f(si),
∑card f(si)
u=1 qi,u = 1, qi,u > 0, ∀u = 1...card f(si) and
L =
{{
l1,1, ..., l1,card f(s1), ..., ln,1, ..., ln,cardf(sn)
}}
where li,u = length(ci,u), ci,uǫA
⋆, i = 1...n; j = 1...m.
If any of the qi,u probabilities doesn’t exist then average codeword length cannot be defined as such. In that case,
we can take the sequence ACLr,t(S,C) =
∑n
i=1(
∑t
z=1
∑card f(si)
u=1 ki,u,z · li,u)
t
of average codeword lengths after
encoding t source symbols, fi,t =
∑t
z=1
∑card f(si)
u=1 ki,u,z is the frequency of the source outputting si when
outputting t symbols and ki,u,z = 1 if the z
th outputted symbol is si and is encoded to ci,u and otherwise
ki,u,z = 0. This sequence is kind of bounded below as follows:
ACLr,t(S,C) ≥
∑n
i=1(
∑t
z=1
∑card f(si)
u=1 ki,u,z ·minu=1...cardf(si)li,u)
t
=
∑n
i=1 minu=1...cardf(si)li,u · (
∑t
z=1
∑card f(si)
u=1 ki,u,z)
t
=
∑n
i=1 li · (
∑t
z=1
∑card f(si)
u=1 ki,u,z)
t
=
=
∑n
i=1 fi,t · li
t
= ACLr,t(S,C
′
) ,
where (C
′
, g) is another encoding for the source S where g(si) = ciǫf(si) for which
length(ci) = li = minu=1...cardf(si)li,u.
It is clear that limt−>∞ACLr,t(S,C
′) = ACLr(S,C
′
).
So we have ACLr,t(S,C) ≥ ACLr(S,C
′
) if t is big enough and so we could say formallyACLr(S,C) ≥ ACLr(S,C
′
),
even if it ACLr,t(S,C) doesn’t converge to an exact value when t → ∞. Let us rely in our proof on the results
obtained by Kraft ([K2] and [R5]) and McMillan ([M4] and [R5]).
The proof that any extension of the source S to the sourceSp etc. will not give better average codeword length
either than the entropy of S can be revisited elsewhere ([R5]). This is due to fact the property holds for S (see
our proof from 2.) and from the fact that the source is assumed to be memoryless ([R5]).
2. Statement of the discrete noiseless coding theorem
Theorem: If (S, P ) is a finite stationary memoryless information source then Hr(S) ≤ ACLr(S,C),∀C uniquely
decipherable code of S.
Proof.
It is obvious that it is enough to consider only the case when cardC = card S (m = n ) without any loss of
generality because for every code (C, f) with cardC = m > n can always be constructed a code (C
′
, g),
cardC´ = n for which holds ACLr(S,C
′
) ≤ ACLr(S,C). This as for ∀si i = 1...n we can define for ∀ i = 1...n:
g(si) = {cik} , where f(si) = {ci1 , ..., civ} and lik = minu=1...v liu , liu = length(ciu), u = 1...v (see also for details
above in 1.).
If r = 1 is obvious that Hr(S) = −1 · logr(1) = 0 since the only possible uniquely decipherable codes are the form
C = {c1}, c1ǫA
∗(A = {0}). Equality would hold only if l1 = 0 which means c1 = λǫA
∗ which is practically useless.
Next on we assume r ≥ 2.
3Due to Kraft’s and McMillan’s theorems it holds for every r-ary uniquely decipherable code C of source S it is
possible to construct an instantaneous code C
′
of S starting from the same codeword lengths ( cardC
′
= cardC
and length(c
′
i) = length(ci), i = 1...n) . This impliesACLr(S,C
′
) = ACLr(S,C) and therefore without loss of
generality we can delimit ourselves to consider only instantaneous codes.
Due to Kraft’s theorem for every r-ary instantaneous code it corresponds and r-ary tree and vice versa.
We will use induction over card S. To be able to apply the induction step from a code C of S where cardC ≤ n
to a code C
′
of S
′
with cardC
′
= n+ 1 we will need to do a reduction of a code of n+ 1 elements to a code of n
elements. This becomes possible if we could consider only such instantaneous codes for which the corresponding
r-ary tree doesn’t have any node(except the root) as standalone sibling node(standalone child node). It is known
that for every r-ary tree which does have such nodes, by removing those we get an r-ary tree with smaller average
codeword length ([H3], [R5]).
Finally, let us extend the set of special instantaneous codes for which we want to do induction with 1 more
element, the code Cλ = {λ} (λǫA
0). This extension is required for the first step of the induction. That doesn’t
restrict the generality anyhow as we will prove the property for a bigger set than the special instantaneous codes.
If card S = 1 then P = {{p1 = 1}} and C = {λ}. So we have Hr(S) = −p1 · logr(p1) = −1 · logr(1) = 0,
ACLr(S) = p1 · l1 = 1 · 0 = 0. Here even equality holds.
So we can do strong induction as any restricted instantaneous code can be reduced to the code Cλ = {λ} ultimately.
Let assume now that the inequality is true for any restricted and extended instantaneous code C (as above) of the
source (S, P ) where cardC ≤ n, n ≥ 1 and let us prove it for a code C´ of the source (S
′
, P
′
) where
cardC´ = n+ 1. Let us use the notations: P´ = {{p1, p2, . . . , pn+1}} and C´ = {x1, x2, . . . , xn+1} relative to S´.
Due to the special properties of the instantaneous codes considered there exists xi1 , xi2 , ..., xis , 2 ≤ s ≤ r, where
length xij = length xik∀ j, k = 1...s and the xik -s, k = 1...s differ only in their last symbol (to them corresponds
sibling leafs in the corresponding r-ary tree). Let us reduce (C
′
, P
′
) to (Cred, Pred) where Cred = C
′
∪ {xred}
\ {xi1 , xi2 , ...xis} and the xred codeword is created by dropping the last symbol from any of the codewords xik from
C
′
, k = 1...s.
Pred is formed by adding pred = pi1 + ... + pis for xred and keeping the probabilities unchanged from P
′
for the
retained codewords from C
′
.
We have:
Hr(S´) = Hr(Sred) + pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)
ACLr(S
′
, C
′
) = ACLr(Sred, Cred)− pred · lred + pi1 · li1 + pi2 · li2 + ...+ pis · lis =
ACL r(Sred, Cred)− pred · lred + pi1 · (lred + 1) + pi2 · (lred + 1) + ...+ pis · (lred + 1) =
ACLr(Sred, Cred) + pred · lred and by subtracting we get:
Hr(S´)−ACLr(S
′
, C
′
) =
Hr(Sred)−ACLr(Sred, Cred) + pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)− pred
As cardCred ≤ n then the induction hypothesis is true for it: Hr(Sred)−ACLr(Sred, Cred) ≤ 0.
We only have to prove:
pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)− pred ≤ 0
4to end the proof.
By rearranging we get equivalently:
logr(
pred
r
)pred≤ log(p
pi1
i1
· p
pi2
i2
· · · p
pis
is
)
⇔ (
pred
r
)pi1+pi2+...+pis ≤ p
pi1
i1
· p
pi2
i2
· · · p
pis
is
⇔ (
r · pi1
pred
)pi1 · (
r · pi2
pred
)pi2 · · · (
r · pis
pred
)pis ≥ 1
Here we can assume first that pi1,pi2 , ..., pisǫQ. The general statement follows by continuity of the expression
involved and the density of Q in R.
Thus pik =
fik
F
, where F = fi1 + ...+ fis and fik are positive integers, k = 1...s.
We need to prove that:
(
r · fi1
fred
)fi1 · (
r · fi2
fred
)fi2 · · · (
r · f is
fred
)fis ≥ 1, where fred = pred · F .
Applying the inequality between geometric means and harmonic means to the following sequence which hasF
number of terms:
r · fi1
fred
, ..,
r · fi1
fred
,
r · fi2
fred
, ...
r · fi2
fred
, ...,
r · fis
fred
, ...,
r · fis
fred
, we get
(
r · fi1
fred
)fi1 · (
r · fi2
fred
)fi2 · · · (
r · f is
fred
)fis =
(
r · fi1
fred
) · · · (
r · f i1
fred
) (
r · fi2
fred
) · · · (
r · fi2
fred
) · · · (
r · f is
fred
) · · · (
r · f is
fred
) ≥
(
fi1 + fi2 + ...+ fis
1
r · fi1
fred
+ ...+
1
r · fi1
fred
+
1
r · fi2
fred
+ ...+
1
r · fi2
fred
+ ...+
1
r · fis
fred
+ ...+
1
r · fis
fred
)fi1+fi2+...+fis
=(
fred
fred
r · fi1
· fi1 +
fred
r · fi2
· fi2 + ...+
fred
r · fis
· fis
)fred
= (
r
s
)fred ≥ 1 , just what we wanted to prove.
Equality holds only if pi1 = ... = pis and s = r.
It easy to see that via induction that equality holds only if pik =
1
rlik
, ∀k = 1, n where n = card S and also is of
the form n = z · (r − 1) + 1, ∀ n ≥ 1 where z is the number of internal nodes in the corresponding r-ary tree.
If card S = 1, form H(S) = ACLr(S,C) we don’t get new information as it holds anyway. Since P = {{p1 = 1}}
we have p1 =
1
r0
and n = 1 = 0 · (r − 1) + 1 .
Let us use strong induction as above and retain the notations from there.
For card S
′
= n+1 from H(S´) = ACLr(S
′
, C
′
) and doing same kind of reduction as for the proof above, we get:
5Hr(S´)−ACLr(S
′
, C
′
) =
Hr(Sred)−ACLr(Sred, Cred) + pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)− pred ≤ 0
since we proved already that
Hr(Sred)−ACLr(Sred, Cred) ≤ 0 and also that
pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)− pred ≤ 0
it follows that both inequalities has to be equalities.
From pred · logr(pred)− pi1 · logr(pi1)− pi2 · logr(pi2)− ...− pis · logr(pis)− pred = 0 it follows that s = r and
pij = pik ,∀j, k ≤ s,where pred = pi1 + ...+ pis as we saw in the proof of the theorem.
From Hr(Sred)−ACLr(Sred, Cred) = 0 and because card Sred ≤ n the induction assumption is true, so
pred =
1
rlred
since pv =
1
rlv
, ∀v = 1...card Sred and also holds by induction assumption that
card Sred = z · (r − 1) + 1
⇒ pred = r · pij ⇒ pij =
pred
r
=
1
rlred+1
=
1
r
lij+1
, ∀j = 1...r
as well as for the rest of the values pv =
1
rlv
, ∀v = 1...card Sred,v 6= red which are inherited by S
′
unchanged from
S ⇒ it is true for all probabilities of P
′
; additionally
card S
′
= card Sred + r − 1 = z · (r − 1) + 1 + r − 1 = (z + 1) · (r − 1) + 1 which end the proof.
Let us observe that we got
(
r · p1
p1 + ...+ ps
)p1 · (
r · p2
p1 + ...+ ps
)p2 · · · (
r · ps
p1 + ...+ ps
)ps ≥ 1, ∀s = 1...r and ∀pkǫR
⋆
+, k = 1...s
which is an interesting inequality as if we replace the powers p1...ps by 1 and if s = r then the reverse inequality
would hold,
because by rearranging (
r · p1
p1 + ...+ pr
) · (
r · p2
p1 + ...+ pr
) · · · (
r · pr
p1 + ...+ pr
) ≤ 1 we get the known inequality between
arithmetic and geometric means.
Additionally we found that:
(
p1 + p2 + ...+ ps
r
)p1+p2+...+ps ≤ pp11 · p
p2
2 · · · p
ps
s , ∀s = 1...r and ∀pkǫR
⋆
+, k = 1...s and
p
p1
1 · p
p2
2 · · · p
ps
s ≥
1
s
, ∀s ≥ 1 integer and ∀pkǫR
⋆
+, k = 1...s where p1 + ...+ ps = 1.
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